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ABSTRACT

Data mining has great contributions to the healthcare such as support for effective treatment, healthcare management, customer relation management, fraud and abuse detection and decision making. The common data mining methods used in healthcare are Artificial Neural Network, Decision trees, Genetic Algorithms, Nearest neighbor method, Logistic regression, Fuzzy logic, Fuzzy based Neural Networks, Bayesian Networks and Support Vector Machines. The most used task is classification. Because of the complexity and toughness of medical domain, data mining is not an easy task to accomplish. In addition, privacy and security of patient data is a big issue to deal with because of the sensitivity of healthcare data. There exist additional serious challenges. This chapter is a descriptive study aimed to provide an acquaintance to data mining and its usage and applications in healthcare domain. The use of Data mining in healthcare informatics and challenges will be examined.

INTRODUCTION

From primary care institutions to big healthcare centers, every healthcare organization uses an information system. These healthcare information systems (HCIS) store, process and retrieve healthcare data. Healthcare data is very valuable in today’s world. By the help of rapidly developing healthcare informatics, there are efforts to use the valuable data stored electronically in HCIS databases to improve healthcare. Healthcare staff expects more than e-recording the data from HCISs. Besides using healthcare data for care giving, healthcare centers and academic centers use these data for education and research. Research in medical area is not limited to healthcare development such as developing new healing techniques and drugs. There are healthcare informatics fields such as structured data entry, constructing longitudinal patient data, image processing, etc. Any research area dealing with huge and valuable data such as medical domain requires creative techniques supported with computers and computer systems to utilize it. Data mining techniques are good examples for these required creative techniques.
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Life expectancy has risen. We live longer when we compared to past. This improvement is tremendous for human being. But it has a cost. We spend more to healthcare when compared to past. The healthcare expenses are becoming unmanageable. Payers put pressure on healthcare organizations to decrease the cost. Then is it possible to decrease the cost while increasing the quality of healthcare? The answer is “it depends”. It depends on the extent that we utilize the data and information we have.

It is stated that every healthcare institution uses an information system. During the daily healthcare service, every piece of patient data is recorded by means of HCISs. In short, we have huge amounts of patient data and it is growing every day. These huge amounts of data are called as “Big Data”. These “Big Data” should be used to get information and knowledge. The most fundamental challenge about Big Data is to explore the large volumes of data and extract useful information or knowledge for future use (Wu, Zhu, Wu, & Ding, 2014).

Data mining is one of the techniques to utilize this valuable healthcare data. There are many different definitions available in the literature. Drawing from the literature, we can define data mining as the process of analyzing data and discovering knowledge, patterns, associations, rules, anomalies, sequences that are non-trivial, implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful from databases.

Healthcare institutions are geographically distributed to ease healthcare access. Data about a patient can be scattered into many HCIS databases. There should be a technique to handle these scattered data to analyze and mine. Distributed data mining deals with this scattered data problem and will be covered through the chapter.

Patient health data is very sensitive. Researches about patient health data should comply with some ethical and legal issues to protect patient privacy as well as data mining studies. Privacy is term used for notion of the confidentiality and access restrictions of patients’ protected health information (PHI) which contains sensitive and personal information (Sun, Zhu, Zhang, & Fang, 2012). Patient privacy refers to any medical data (medical condition, test result, payment information, etc.) in any form (paper, electronic, etc.) that belongs to a patient, the meaning is about what is protected and who will be permitted to use this information (Upstate Medical University, 2011). Protecting patient privacy in data mining will be a part and it is examined in the chapter.

The complexity and toughness of the medical environment is common information in the literature. The complexity and toughness of the medical domain is a challenge to every technology and application as well as data mining. In this chapter, the challenges specific to data mining will also be examined.

This chapter is a descriptive study that examines the concepts, issues related and techniques used in data mining in healthcare big data. The purpose of the study is to give an idea about the data mining tasks and techniques used in healthcare.

The chapter is organized as follows: In the background section, the universal basics, not related to healthcare only, of data mining will be covered. The main part is in the heading of “MEDICAL DATA MINING” comprising the contribution of the data mining to the healthcare, data mining techniques used in healthcare, temporal data mining in healthcare, distributed data mining in healthcare, challenges, privacy and security issues, data mining for healthcare management. In the end, are the future research directions and conclusion parts interpreting the chapter.